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Barr Ce T. Clark

The new York State Education Department is continually reviewing

the various areas of tho curriculten and has become increasingly aware

of the fundamental role of language in all learning. As an important

phase of the effoeit to provide quality education for the students of

the Stet% a major project, the re-evaluation of the English language

arts program, kindergarten through grade twelve, was undertaken.

Planning for the writing of this guide began in 1962. Consultants

selected for a pas Committee on the English language arts were luny.

Musts vitally involved in the utilisation of language: those whe spend

their professional lives writing or projecting the written word. It
ties considered imprtant tc hear from a group of distinguished, nation-

allyknowa authors, editors, directors and everts in the mass esedia

and in the field of communicatten.

The coessittite meeting was characterized by the deepest interest

and enthusiasm. As one reflects on the insights of the committee with

respect to the goals of language and its use in education, the more con,

vinced one is that by no other means could the more significant impli

cations for the revision of the English program be obtained.

Under the leadership of Associate Commissioner Walter Crew,

participants from the fields of literature, the theatre, and the mass

media; educators who specialize in the language arts in schools and

colleges, Assistant Commissioner Warren W. &lox, and members of the Edu.

cation Department staff tuat in Albany. Commissioner James E. Allen, Jr.

wit with the group for a portion of the session.

The advisory committee umbers were: Edward L. &mays, public re-

tattoos expert and author; Theodore Dahl, Manager, Managersent
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Cacrounications, International Business Machines Corporation; John Charles

Daly, Colmbia Broadmsfing Company; William Mao% author of ult.

Miracle Worker"; Rosaarynd Gilder, past editor of "Theatre Arts* stega

nine; George B. Usury, Professor of Education, Untiversity of Delaware;

Robert LP* Hogan, Executive Secretary, the National Council of Teachers

of English; Joseph Vereend, lish Dapart Jemsies sigh

School, New York City Public Schools; Mabel S. Naafis, Director, Second.

ery Reading Clinic* Boston University; Joseph Papp, Dire tor, Hew York

Shakespeare Festival; Walter Pauk, School of Education, Cornett thrte,

varsity; /Amiss M. Rosenblatt* Professor of English Education, New York

University Wiwi of Education CA Alan Schneider; Director of Broadway

plays. There were also guests from colleges and members of th State

Education Department.

Visiting artists and educators eat the conference* in their own

way and through their own trestive work, symbolize projected varying

approaches to revitalizing the language arts program, kindergarten

through grade 12. Each member of the advisory con itfee represented

unique and productive experience in using the sodium of language with

live audiencee, with readers, with great segments of the stublic, or

with students in institutions of lesr4Lng.

WePrIn, Visit

Conetttee ;umbers challenged one another with WM* interesting dif

forma of opinion. Per example, there was a call for concentration

on the precise study of word meaning, followed by the quick warning

that excessive focus on word study per se might restrict the studentfo

VIVA too narrowly. There was en =pert description of the careful*
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systecatic use of selective language geared to various publics for per*

poses of interpretation and persuasion, and the counter plea that len

guess should often ba used solely for ahem: pleasure and enjoyment.

Thera was a spirited dialogue on selecting and utilizing words to convey

specific ideas with clarity, awl the description of an ephemeral and

creative process of first placing words on paper and through them, seeking

to discover inner th oughts -then using the words to organize the thoughts

with are die covered. There ma the assertion that the program semehow

misses the essence of lseguage-feellngor the emotional experience which

can create joy in students. But there was the counter assertion that

joy can only come after basic skills are mastered and that the real

problem is to teach pupils the practical communication skills needed in

daily Met writing a clear, descriptive paragraph, making an acceptable

oral presentation. A compromise view hold that the joy and the skills

can be built sireatarceusly.

Asge parte:mi. &mutat

These were eeme of the rare Individualisms that made the confer*

*nee exciting* But the feeling of the entire group upheld such general

insights and agreements as these: l) Children come to school with motif,

vations. times re it is destroyed. Let us se& its stimulation*

2) English is not merely a subject to be taught. It is the activation

of ideas. DI is not madhanicall it is creative. 3) Teaching Engtieh

mem affecting individual behavior, for the use of language is a form

of human behavior tied in with experience, including the experience of
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the classroom, 44 The basic language arts program must be planned to

give the increasing, masses of children attending school a reasonable

adequacy in the ability to comzunicates 54 The syllabus will be a

broad framwsrk upon alich additional plans and ideas may be built by

teachers. 6) The areas in the syllabus should be carefully planned to

cetivate deepening interest in the language arts and to meet the

tette needs; wishes, interests and desires of youth.

&MILLS 1=eaStaili°113

root.

Most of tha specific recmnmendetions reflected a deep desire for

creativity in t construction of the program and in the teacher's pm
sentationt as well as a respect for the inner emotional life of the

child, After a review of the existing program by Dr. Warren i0

Dr, Walter Crewe emphasized that the Department wanted to Nam" the

recommendations of the visiting artists and experts in order to "find

hew directions."

1a lam
The group felt that the Language arts program should be carefully

articulated and developed in direct relation to current research which

describes the nature and character of today's children, They said that

interesting cativade of presenting the program should be prepared for

teachers in a number oR 'Dative units related to the syllabus outline.

as mil as a clearly orgoataed outline of content.

The committee felt tit in building the program!, the following

concepts and ideas should be given the moat careful considerations
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1) Magi lo not merely a subject to be taught. It is the ceeetion aed

the stimulation of idwe. It is not a mechanical tinkering with atrue

tures *r the analysing of sentences out of context. It is the larger

&menet= of meargim and interpretation. 2) The language arts should be

taught and treated as a concept designed to broaden and deepen the in«

dividuality of each learner. Language is not enernal; it Le Inez=

tricabl bound with the vitality of living. 3) The written linage

should be approached as something personals, tied to the way we speak.

It should tot beans dull, impersonal and passive, resulting, in a acne,

in two languages: the language of daily usage and the passive written

language which uses such phrasim as "It has been announced that..."

4) Language *weld be used as a searchlight pointing to the inward dis

eovery of thought and then conveyed to others after nebulous ideas are

clarified. It is a tool used in ineard seacctitrigg not a conveyor belt.

5) Drill without feeling is a startle process; language can be exciting

to both students end teachers, 6) The mese fisedie can be used effectively

to develop feeliag and excitment related to language. 7) The theatre uses

cm& before they come literature; it is a dramatic, graphic Empress ion

of a people, their language and their culture. The leek of theatre in

may school programs often results its a long delayed introduction to this

art form. Then it may come too tats to attract en abiding interest,

!..ivitn language is co,nveyed thtough arenas either by children's acting

in plays or watching the gestures eel live performanaes of actors. Uatfl

children observe or participate in deem. their ability to communicete

will be limited,
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It is felt that the inner life of the child enables him to undertake

tasU which are frequently thow,ht of as fee beyond him and that the

realistic inclusion of vital areas of life, too often sidestepped in the

teaching peocess, results in the development of student confidence in

teachers and deep interest in the program. The challenge was made to start

with the valid inner life of the child and then lead the way to grainer

and precision.

It was believed that students need tot 1) create en in neir joy through

language which can become a kind of food that nourishes and possesses

an internal dimension* 2) lead to keep listening in its pristine state.

Nourish the valuable faculty of listening attentively and thoughtfully as

we did in the early stages of childhood when listening preceded the isle

tattles process that led to speech. 3) learn to organise and convey

thoughts logically, because language is a social phenomerenwan effective

tool in organising experienees, thoughts, and eeetionsewith a structure

of its own. 4) develop the same degree of confidence in the ability to

write as in the ability to speak, thus overcoming the mirage Americans

reluctance to put something down on paper. 5) learn to read critically

and analytic:811v

ingimulakE

It was agreed by all that teaching the language arts is a highly

creative job and that the crux of ieetruction and its results rest mt.*

tioately with the enthusiasm and skill of the individual teacher.

The foliating recommendations were made regarding the teacher of

language arts: 1) The leeacher's approach should be an inspired one. A
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statewide itiatitTiCe pr0821112 involvirtz the Smogs 13,000 Etilich teachers

should be organized. 2) A sauce of greatness should be infused into our

teacher preparation. 3) A lay visiting faculty of distinguished artiste

and practitioners in the Laegusge arts Should be organized to ignite,

ifiagre and deepen the lanattam arta program in the high schools and in

teacher training institutions. 4) Regional cosafererruas and mast curses

should be held for teachers of the language arts; and Education Department

conferences should be organised for teachers of method. 5) Resource

units should be prepared for teachers.

It was further suggested that a follotoup seesion,be held with nes

men and leaders in radio and television in search of additional ideas and

reactions to the recommendations of the advisory committee.

A report of the Ad Hoc Committee was reviewed by a group of represents-

tives of the prese, radio, and television at a meeting at the State Mum

cation Department in March of 1965. The meeting 1,136 chaired by Associate

Comnissioner Walter Crewson. The Department personnel present were:

Dr. Walter Cretfson, Dr. Warren W. Knox, and Dr. William E. young.

The group stressed the importance of developing in students: 1) a

mastery of and respect for language as a tool of auseunication with the

purpose of insurins an imprenteW end more creative use of Language 2) the

ability to write simple declarative sentences and to interrelate theta

into paragraphs etch expreas clearly a thought of reasonable complexity

3) the ability to find joy in $0C340 typo of reading. Students should be

able to raze, run when they read 4) the ability to express thee

aelves clearly to peers, and conversely, the willingness to Listen to a

*Poch and the desire the see a play 5) increased interest in lingua e°

and in reading through the discriminating use of television in the classroom
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as a tootivetiag force*

The study of formal grammar dkles not necessarily result in effective

writing* However, writing tenth, to improve in relationship to clear oral

expression and the reading of good literature*

General guidelines were net up that were translated into a working

plan by 4 profecsiorml advisory committee the following spring. %%hese

guidelines ware designed for working committees who were called into the

Department the following summer to write preliminary manuscript* Tho

professional committee was comprised of personnel from colleges and

school systemsspersons known to have an interest is this particular cur'.

'Won area*

This professional committee, worked on the falowing five major areas

of the syllabus revision, all X42 in scope: 1) Reading 2) Literature

3) Language 4) Composition 5) Speak_` ag and listening*

The working committees, one ftementary, one junior high school, one

senior high seho0/0 prepared initial manuscripts based on the guLddinos

end utilized the results of sound research to help structure syllabus*

The first portion of the developmental reading section was edited

and prepared for general disttibution in experimental edition. Itmoni;

tained tocation aI skills, work study skillsomat reading, and rate of

mating*

The reeding syllabus was distributed to the schools of the state along

with as invitation to chief school officers inviting districts to come

into the Official tryouts Many other districts and individuals indicated

a desire to evaluate the materials* They were encouraged to :loo.
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experimental schools were large and smatlcity, suburban and ruraland

were located frog tho tip of tem Island to the Pennsyivsnia and Canal:Ilan

borders.

b219222rAttia

The need to implement the program was then felt in the Department.

A team composed of Dr. Vatter Eddington, Dr. Robert Johnstone, Or. Vivienne

Anderson and Mrs. Edna Horgan was charged with this responsibility. An

orientation co re for school systems Involved in try tits vas held

in Albany on October 5, 1964; 150 were expected, but 300 camel

Ten regional conferences were then planned end held acmes the State

in cooperation with local professional organtsationa and school districts.

It it, interesting to note that over 5,000 teachers, supervisors, and

college professors attended Athena__ conferences.

All material X.12 in each broad algal area is within the covers of

one manuscript so that 41 teachers can familiariee themselves closely

with the complete skill development process add place youngsters on the

continual accordingly.

It is organized for ease of teacher use: 1) table of contents

2) ample blank space for comments 3) evaluation sheets at conclusion of

each levet in eachl4ortion of the materiel.

The philosophy as ft appears in the introduction to the =Aerials

is e x p l a i n e d ass "It is believed that the beet way to teach raading se

all children, under the circumstances that exist at the present time, is

that of systemetto, sequential shins development beginning in kindergarten

and =tinning through 12."

The purpose cf this Talnesophy is not directed toward establishing
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separato reading *tassel) (particularly at the secondary scinols), but

rather it wee intended to aid in the organieation of instruction to the

end that a sequential and systematic prograti of rills development will

result within the existing classroom situation.

The definite trend in reading Instruction in this country bears out

this theory. Recent research styles Indicate that the integratifwmf

these skills in current school programs is more effective than in the

practice establishictz separate developmental reading classes at the sew,

ondary level. Attention to reading skins in the content arena is also

gaining the necessary momentum. It is also believed that the total

progrask.thoutd make use of all reading expertenees, oral, and silent*

that tend themselves to continued growth in major areas where reading

is vita/.
At various levels of development. instruction must certainly be

adapted to the maturity of the student. This does not Ilion that skills

are different, but rather that the heading of the various skills takes

account of the varying maturity levels of the student.

It is re,00gnized that corrective and remedial programs as weii its

provision for the gifted child will be needed in addition to this program

in eon cases.

Zesaatvito&swa
There le a probies involved here. The elgtventary school cannot

be expected to teach the more mature reading abilities needed in secondary

school; we can the secondary school teacher of Eng Itch or the ereadigs

period teacher" in elaventery school be impacted to develop in students

those reading ebtlities needed to the study of other disciptinse.
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The teacher in the content area rust assume the responeibility for 40.41% rig

the skills that are necessary for full comprehension of the subjwt ratter

of that particular discipline. No one else knows that subject natter as

well.

assmer of 1964, three 3oweek workshops veva conducted on the cam.

pus of Vasser Colteges Poughkeepsie* flew York. Literatures co=positton

and reading sections ware held with the aid ofestaff of 18 consultants:

a librarian, an administrators and two college professore. One thousand

New York teachers took part (k412),In the werkahops.

The tepics covered in the oneeweett reading section um daemon

the is of the problems that arose lathe Regional Conference and were:

1) innovations in the field of reading 2) overview of the syllabus 3)

diagnosis for placement on the emu ladder 4) stills areas: context

clues, vocabulary buildings critical reading, study skills* 5) materials:

testes machines, visual aids, films etc.

Each area woe given X42 attention with regard to the syllabus. 'or

examples at all levels direct attention was given to teaching not only

the skills* but the subs skills as well Cesphasies of course, will shift

at the secondary legal.. Teachers mutt tesehtillas but not teach skills

for skills* sake. The joy of reading for sheer pleasure suet not be

killed,. This does not °just happenuit must be built into the program.

The Vassar program Also included: 1) vellknovnt (mute in the threes

areas.Durrelt, Harries and Tealzer (IWO "carried the Win in reading.

2) recreational aotivitiecemoviess Worldis fairs Tanslewood. At the

same time, the Initial reswriting of the syllabus was beginning on the

basis of the evaluation sheets and tryout school reports. Although
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